CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter discusses the final conclusion that the writer makes after analyzing all the data. According to the result of the analysis which is discussed in the previous chapter, conclusion can be derived. Pip is a simple boy before meet Estella. He is a spirit and struggle boy. Pip is a boy who never gives up studying hard. Moreover in fact, he is clever and diligent boy. He studies by himself and always tries to be able in educational terms such as writing and reading. It is caused Mr. Joe calls him old champ. But besides that, Pip has bad characters. He is a timid, anxious, and sensitive boy. However this is effects of Pip’ sister Mrs. Gargery’ ab
use in Pip childhood.

After meets Estella, Pip more unconfident because of their different social class. This is because of his basic character as a timid, anxious, and sensitive boy. He can easy be influenced by Estella insulting. Even thought, Estella successful makes Pip attracts her. Pip attracts Estella from first meeting. He very admires her and falls in love with Estella. Because of his feeling, he becomes ambitious person. He has ambition to get Estella even he knows that he and Estella are from different social class.

Pip’ big ambition to get Estella makes Pip thinks to look for the strategy to reach his ambition. By look at the condition that happened in victorian that the gentleman has high position in strata social. So Pip makes decision to be a gentleman. His ambition becomes a gentleman is the second ambition as the strategy to reach first ambition to get Estella’ love.

However, Pip undergoes the psychological process. There are three point personality, they are id, ego, and superego. Id included Pip’s desire or his ambition to get Estella and to be a gentleman. Ego included Pip’s process of reaching ambition, such us study and learning everything. Superego included his volition in accepting the benefactor offering to study in London.

Based on Berger (75) psychological analysis of Pip’s character is the conscious and unconscious process. In reaching his ambition, Pip’s attitude has been changed by the condition. His psychological condition can not be control by him self. In conscious process, Pip still does everything under the role. Pip is a moral per
son. Pip’s conscious guides Pip for do everything to be better and being a moral person such us learn everything with Biddy, study in London, and obeys the rules there.

In unconscious process, Pip can not control his personality. His ambition has guided him to do negative sides. Pip attitudes has changed. He forgot with Joe and his family. Not only that, unconscious process also brings him to be extravagan t person. Pip prefers to spend his time with wasting money.
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